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Title: From outback Doomadgee to Hollywood Boulevard
Two philanthropic-minded women from Doomadgee will attend the screening of a documentary in which they play
feature roles at a Los Angeles (LA) based Indigenous film festival.
The multi award winning film, A Woman’s Calling, showcases a group of marginalised Doomadgee women, including
particularly Veronica Walden and Anthea Chong, in their cause to “help our sisters in Papua New Guinea (PNG),” a
group of women they came to learn were even less fortunate than themselves.
One of the film’s Executive Producer’s and Empowering Women Empowering Communities (EWEC) Director, Yolonde
Entsch, describes how part of her role lies in “sharing stories about what women in other communities are doing or
experiencing.” Entsch’s past work in the treaty villages of PNG revealed that due to a dire lack of access to menstrual
hygiene products, women and girls are ostracised and actively prevented from participating in school, work and
community life.
On this background, the Doomadgee ladies “volunteered of their own accord to help by hand-making ‘Moon Sick Care
Bags’ (MSCBs)” which, Entsch explains, “are washable sanitary pads, designed to give women in disadvantaged
countries a chance to step outside the taboo of menstruation with dignity and confidence.”
The project inspired the documentary, A Woman’s Calling, detailing the work carried out by the Doomadgee women,
including their trip to PNG to personally deliver the MSCB packages.
Released in October 2019, the film screened twice on SBS On Demand and NITV and has since won Best
Documentary Short in Changing Face International Film Festival and the AFIN International Film Festival. Also
showing at Big Apple Film Festival and Melbourne Women in Film Festival, the show is also being considered for the
Melbourne Documentary Film Festival, Byron Bay International Film Festival and Australian Inspirational Film
Festival.
However, the highest accolade for Veronica and Anthea has been the documentary’s selection for screening at the LA
Through My Eyes Indigenous film festival on 21st March 2020. “This is the screening we really wanted to go to as it is
all about Indigenous people, like us. I think the film is eyeing opening. We have heard a lot of positive feedback from
people who really interested in the documentary”.
With the support of Qantas, Regional Express, Community Enterprise Queensland and Happiness & Relationship
Coach, Mrs Violetta Sekler, Veronica and Anthea are able to attend the Indigenous film festival in-person, providing
further opportunity for the women to shine a positive spotlight on their remote community which, even in the face of
many challenging issues, has experienced boosted morale since the inception of the MSCB project and the release of
the film. As Entsch indicates, “with the simple act of granting the wish of two disadvantaged Aboriginal women, these
organisations and Mrs Sekler will provide Veronica and Anthea with a once in a lifetime opportunity which will have a
profound impact on them and their community”.
A Woman’s Calling was produced by Sunshine Coast-based filmmaking company Pluggas and funded by Cairnsbased community development organisation My Pathway, with substantial planning, operational, logistical and in-kind
support from Empowering Women Empowering Communities.
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